Epistaxis
What is Epistaxis?
Epistaxis is simply defined as bleeding from the nose. It is not definitive in the origin or cause of
the bleed so is simply a latin phrase used to describe the clinical presentation of blood leaking
from the nostrils whether it be uni or bi-lateral.

Causes of Epistaxis
1. BLUNT TRAUMA - The most common and simple of all causes of epistaxis in horses is blunt trauma to
the head. This can cause rupture of small blood vessels in the nasal passage, the pharynx, guttural
pouch, nasal sinu or any other anatomical structure that drains into the nasal passage which will all
lead to a nosebleed. This may be unilateral or bilateral.
2. CRANIAL FRACTURES - Leading on from the first point - blunt trauma may also cause a fracture or
break to one or more of the facial bones which will in turn likely cause a haemorrhage from the
surrounding soft tissue structures leading to a nose bleed in your horse. In order to definitively
diagnose this your veterinarian would need to take some cranial /facial radiographs or possibly refer for
a CT scan of the head.
3. EQUINE SINUSITIS - Infection of the horse’s frontal or maxillary sinuses can lead to damage and
erosion to the small capillary network that lines the mucosal lining of these structures leading to
epistaxis. Note: In the case of sinusitis there will usually be concurrent mucoid discharge from the
nostrils due to the infection and creation of pus. In addition to this there will often be a foul odour from
the discharge. Note: Sinusitis usually causes unilateral nosebleeds.
4. ENDOSCOPIC EXAMINATIONS - One commonly forgotten and quite common cause of epistaxis in
horses is actually caused by your veterinarian, due to the extremely superficial nature of the capillary
network in the equine nasal passage, when the vet passes an endoscopic or nasogastric tube into the
horse’s nose it can rupture some of these small vessels and lead to what seems like a very traumatic
event but in reality it is usually self resolving in a short space of time.
5. ETHMOID HAEMATOMA - In this clinical case a tumour-like mass similar to a granuloma forms in the
paranasal sinuses of your horses head, using the word tumour here is not quite correct as the masses
themselves are not cancerous in nature, in that sense meaning they do not metastasise or grow at
rapid speeds. As the mass grows it causes pressure to be forced onto the surrounding tissues causing
microscopic trauma to the vascular network of this region and in turn hemorrhagic lesions. Diagnosis is
usually via radiographic imaging, endoscopic exam or a CT scan. Note: an ethmoid haematoma usually
leads to a unilateral nose bleed.
6. GUTTURAL POUCH MYCOSIS - This is one of the rarest causes of nose bleeds in horses, but it is
one of the most dangerous if not the most dangerous of all. This disease is caused by a fungal infection
taking root in your horses guttural pouches, which are bilateral anatomical cavities located grossly just
below the horse’s ears on each side of its head. Due to the fact that some major blood vessels run
openly through the guttural pouch (internal/external carotid arteries), if the integrity of one these vessels
walls is damaged, rupture of the vessel will lead to a very acute onset nosebleed that if left untreated
could and is likely to lead to death. Note: Usually these nose bleeds are bilateral and have a very fast
onset.
7. EIPH (Exercise Induced Pulmonary Haemorrhage) - The most common cause of nosebleeds in
racehorses, or any horse, post maximal output exercise. The proposed pathophysiology of EIPH is still
highly debated but the most widely accepted reason is that when horses are pushed to their physical
limits, the intravascular pressure of the capillaries in the nasal canal is so vastly increased that it leads
to multiple hemorrhagic micro ruptures.

Diagnosis of upper airway epistaxis
Blood and/or mucus from one side of the nose especially if not always post exercise is
probably from the upper airway. A bang on the nose in the lorry or stable will cause a
transient bleed of no ongoing consequence. If in doubt a quick endoscopic examination
will show the blood is not in the trachea so is from the upper airway and may be seen
collected around the drainage angle from the sinus at the back of the nasal cavity.
Some ethmoid haematomas can be seen on the scope but many are within the sinuses
and difficult to visualise other than by CT scan unless quite large and visible
radiographically.
The CT scan has been a revelation for all diagnostics of the head and teeth. It can be
done standing under sedation and Henry Tremaine at B&W Group has been our go to
person for all things teeth and sinus related for many years with great success rates.

• The above pictures show a horse undergoing a CT Scan of the
head and an example image showing the depth of the diagnostic
quality of a CT Scan.

A dental exam with a gag is important when assessing teeth which play a large part in the
more chronic sinusitis cases as are radiographs, and to a lesser degree bone scans but
again it is the CAT scan that will give a more definitive answer. Sinusitis involving bone or
teeth will usually smell horrid.
More severe bleeds due to trauma and any case of suspected sinusitis warrants a scope
to check the guttural pouches as that is the danger bleed – those can bleed out and die
but are thankfully very rare. If a severe bleed is from the lungs check the heart for atrial
fibrillation.
Often the first treatment / diagnostic exercise after a scope is to treat with 10 days of
TMS (oral antibiotics) 1 sachet am and pm alongside some Sputolysin to loosen up any
mucus and help the antibiotics penetrate and if you have a nebuliser, steam can only
help.
If the discharge persists double check it is not from the lower airways eg a post exercise
tracheal wash and if that is normal refer the case to Henry Tremaine who will sort the
problem out quicker, cheaper and with better client satisfaction than others who spend
less time worrying their heads over horses’ heads.

“True Bleeders”
“Bleeders” refer to horses which habitually bleed from the lower airway. Mostly this
is secondary to other factors:
•
•
•
•
•

Coexistent viral or bacterial infection
Coexistent allergic inflammation
Coexistent mineral imbalance, particularly low potassium
Coexistent upper airway dysfunction
Coexistent stress from musculoskeletal pain

Treat all the above and most stop bleeding; a horse which has never bled badly
but suddenly works badly and bleeds badly – listen to his heart as atrial fibrillation
is a strong candidate in those cases and the sooner it is treated the better the
prognosis. Low potassium correlates with atrial fibrillation so again hopefully in
some cases that can be avoided.
Most elite horses have a huge heart and lungs and do seem prone to atrial
fibrillation, the large heart size gives more scope for the electrical messages to go
awry. They probably also have a thin lining to the lungs and excellent exchange of
gases across that thin barrier. Elite horses are on the edge – they may well bleed a
bit and still do their thing. It is a trade off that is probably the principle reason race
times have already peaked some time ago.The human athletes think they are way
ahead of us as their times are improving but I am not so sure!
The true bleeder probably has particularly high capillary blood pressure and a
particularly thin lining to the lungs so blood is tending to leak into the alveoli during
fast exercise.
Our main hope with these is to treat the secondary issues consequent to bleeding
and any issues that might set off the bleed in the first place. Blood is irritant to the
airways so works the same as allergens/bacterial and viral infections to make
things worse rather than better. Anything which affects blood pressure will make
horses bleed worse so stress/pain/cardiac arrhythmias all play their part.
Stopping bleeding at home is a start so the horse arrives at the races with clean
healthy airways. Long slow work and diuretics such as LASIX on work day all have
their place. The true bleeder is a challenge, most “cures” either treat the coexisting
issues or dehydrate the horse. Dehydration is a play off between reducing bleeding
and reducing performance through dehydration – it is not an easy or kind path to
tread.
LASIX on work days will deplete potassium and I think some of the true bleeders
may have mineral imbalances so consider a blood and urine sample to check the
horses mineral levels – some of the more successful recent “bleeder cures” are
mineral based.
So, as usual everything comes back to basics:
• A good clean environment with plenty of ventilation
• Good quality feed and forage
• Regular MOTs - Musculoskeletal and Respiratory mainly
• Sensible and individual training plans if needed
All works to keep the vet away and the owner happy!

